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ABSTRACT
EVALUATING VARIABILITY OF URBAN
LAND SURFACE TEMPERATURES USING
DRONE OBSERVATIONS
Joseph B. Naughton
Marquette University, 2019

Temperature represents one of the largest impairments for rivers and streams
across the United States. In Wisconsin alone, over 17 miles of streams are
impaired for temperature. This situation is projected to get worse as urban
development and climate change accelerate thermal stress on aquatic
environments. Management solutions require accurate and reliable models that
represent rainfall-runoff temperature dynamics – particularly the characterization
of land surface temperatures and how this translates to urban runoff. However,
current models may not reflect the thermal profiles of real-world systems because
they rely on in-situ equipment limited to point measurements. Limited studies
have considered the variability in temperature among urban surface types, which
is known to be significant, and this can be a large factor of uncertainty when
parameterizing hydrologic models. This lack of spatially representative data can
be met with drone and infrared camera technologies that collect spatially
distributed temperatures accurate to fractions of a degree Celsius. Therefore, this
study addresses this knowledge gap by using drone observations to capture land
surface temperature variability and develop land surface temperature models.
Results indicate surface temperature variability is extensive and influenced by
numerous variables related to urban environments, and that air temperature and
solar radiation are significant predictors of mean land surface temperature.
Conclusions from this study hold true in both Milwaukee, WI and El Paso, TX,
indicating they could also be generalizable to regions beyond these two case study
locations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Human pressure on water resources is a rising concern within urban environments
because it threatens stream networks and the ecosystem services they provide. A rapid
growth in urbanization creates what’s referred to as the ‘urban stream syndrome’ making
stream networks especially vulnerable to water quality impairments in these
environments (Zaharia, Ioana‐toroimac, Cocoş, Ghiţă, & Mailat, 2016). Because of this,
increased importance has been placed on developing hydrologic models to better inform
solutions to these issues, but this effort is proving difficult as climate change and urban
development continue to make issues related to water resource management more
complex. This results in heightened stress on ecosystem health as well as other issues
related to water security. Therefore, improved methods and new technologies are
required to better evaluate the rise of water quality impairments in urban environments.

1.1 Motivation for Work
One significant impairment caused by urban environments is increased stream
temperatures. Temperature represents the largest impairment per length of stream in
many U.S. states and represents the fifth largest impairment type across the entire U.S.
(EPA Attains Database). Many of these impairments are driven by urban environments
that are prone to high surface temperatures because of the high concentration of
impervious surfaces and wide variability of surface material properties. These
complexities, along with the heightened intensity of storm events caused by climate
change, increase urban runoff temperatures entering stream networks, which then
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increases the ambient temperature of receiving water bodies. With continued urban
development contributing to increased runoff temperatures, along with climate change,
this type of impairment is only expected to grow. In Wisconsin alone, there are 39
streams endangered or impaired for temperature, with a majority being streams located in
and around the Milwaukee area. For these reasons, stream temperature impairments are
becoming a priority for water resource managers to address, especially in highly
urbanized environments where the effects of these impairments are felt most. Therefore,
improved management solutions are necessary to address these issues and combat the
effect urbanization has on stream networks.

1.2 Present Status of Problem
Current management solutions are informed by surface temperature and rainfallrunoff models that predict how surface temperature dynamics impact urban runoff
entering streams and lakes (Herb, Janke, Mohseni, & Stefan, 2008b). An important
component of these models is quantifying dynamic state variables such as surface
temperature. Currently, temperature predictions are based upon empirical models
that predict surface temperatures using data collected at point locations for a specific
surface type. For example, GROUPA collected data at locations in pavements, and used
them as input into an empirical model used to estimate pavement temperatures based
upon time of day, day of the year, and average air temperature. While these models
provide a basis for predicting surface temperatures, they fail to capture the spatial
heterogeneity of temperature common for different surface types. This heterogeneity, or
variability, among common surface types may be significant, and therefore contribute a
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significant degree of uncertainty when quantifying surface temperature in stream
temperature models.

1.3 Objectives of Study
Due to these constraints, there is a need to understand this variability in urban
surface temperature and develop a better understanding of where model uncertainties
may develop. Surprisingly, little research to date has evaluated the variability in
temperature among urban surface types. This may be due to both time and cost
constraints, as in-situ temperature probes would be expensive to densely distribute across
an urban scape in an efficient manner. Drones with radiometric thermal cameras are a
technology that can meet this gap. Drones can collect high-resolution, on-demand
thermal imagery, which can be applied quickly and accurately to measure urban surface
temperatures.
We therefore present a study to evaluate the variability of temperatures across
urban surfaces and develop empirical surface temperature models based upon drone
observations. This will be accomplished in four objectives: (1) quantify land surface
temperature variability across different surface types, (2) evaluate variance in
temperature across different surface types based upon meteorological and/or other
derived parameters (e.g. albedo, NDVI, ATI, etc.), (3) predict land surface temperature
based upon meteorological parameters and (4) assess diurnal variability in land surface
temperature magnitude and uncertainty.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Urbanization and its Impact on Water Resource Management

Urbanization greatly impacts typical hydrologic functions because it aggravates the
normal movement, distribution, and quality of watershed dynamics. These changes to
hydrology include increases in frequency and intensity of peak flow events (Booth &
Bledsoe, 2009), alterations to channel morphology, which increase sediment loading and
particle size distribution (LeBlanc, Brown, & FitzGibbon, 1997), and increases in thermal
loading to stream networks (Omid Mohseni, Stefan, & Erickson, 1998; Mohseni &
Stefan, 1999). These changes make urban waterways more vulnerable to high
stormflows, which increases the likelihood of flooding and water quality impairments to
occur (Sabouri, Gharabaghi, Mahboubi, & McBean, 2013). Tackling these issues has
already proven to be a costly measure. A report by the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (USEPA) estimated the average annual cost of flood control to be $2
billion (Ntelekos, Oppenheimer, Smith, & Miller, 2010), and these numbers will only
increase as climate change and continued urban development become more damaging.
Therefore, these issues offer renewed concern for why stream temperature impairments
must be addressed.
Urbanization can also greatly impact water quality because it increases the
pollutant load entering stream networks. During high stormflows, water is either routed to
point source discharges or emptied into receiving water bodies as nonpoint source runoff.
Point source discharges are regulated through the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) developed under Section 303(d) of the Clean Water Act,
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and reports show these programs are effective at mitigating pollution at stormwater
outlets (White & Boswell, 2007). However, issues related to nonpoint source pollution
have proven more difficult to manage. In the National Summary of Water Quality
Conditions completed by the USEPA in 1996, urban stormwater runoff was ranked as the
second largest contributor to stream impairments (US Environmental Protection Agency,
1996). Existing regulations designed to mitigate urban runoff require municipalities to
develop stormwater management plans and demonstrate how they address pollutant
runoff through adoption of best management practices (BMPs). If municipalities comply
with these efforts, they are awarded permits to discharge stormwater runoff into U.S.
waters. However, Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) reports developed to monitor
impaired waters show many water bodies across the nation are still heavily impaired for
issues related to stormwater runoff (White & Boswell, 2007).

2.2 Climate Change and its Impact on Water Resource Modeling
Urbanization is an apparent issue within water resource management, and research
has shown these problems are expected to increase because of the coupled effects of
climate change. Climate change is problematic for water resource management because it
influences rainfall patterns and the intensity of storm events, and this requires stormwater
infrastructure to be designed for higher stormflows (Trenberth, 2011). Hydrologic models
used to design infrastructure rely on rainfall forcing from historic data. However,
changing rainfall and streamflow patterns require assumptions with current models to be
reevaluated. For example, the magnitude and frequency of flood hydrology has been a
recent focus of research, and results indicate these events are more difficult to predict
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because of changes to seasonal rainfall and air temperatures (Katz, Parlange, & Naveau,
2002; Shiau, 2003; Salas & Obeysekera, 2013). Traditional data analysis procedures fail
to capture nonstationary behavior because they assume temporally continuous
information, meaning they rely on historical records of climate, and these assumptions do
not hold true with nonstationary behavior caused by climate change (Gardner & Sullivan,
2004). Existing research looks to incorporate the nonstationarity of environmental
processes into current models (Villarini, Smith, & Napolitano, 2010; Camici, Brocca,
Melone, & Moramarco, 2013), but this effort is proving difficult. This is especially
important to address because peak flood events are becoming more intense, and this
increases the volume of urban runoff and subsequent thermal loading entering stream
networks. Therefore, with the effects of climate change and the changing nature of
hydrologic data, this demands new methods to better parameterize hydrologic models and
improve their predictive power.

2.3 Material Properties of Urban Surfaces
Empirical models rely on physical parameters for calibration, and therefore defining
material properties and how they influence surface temperatures is important to address.
Urban growth affects the spatial complexity of an environment, and more complex
environments indicate a heightened variability of surface material properties. This can
impact hydrologic modeling because physical parameters which assume a homogenous
distribution may not be representative of the modeled environment. Therefore, this
requires additional research to identify relationships between physical parameters, how
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they influence one another, and how this translates to understanding surface temperature
behavior.
Surface material properties that may influence temperature include albedo,
normalized difference vegetative index (NDVI), and thermal inertia (TI). Albedo is a
unitless measurement of how well a surface reflects solar energy and is estimated on a
scale of 0 to +1, with higher values indicating surfaces that are brighter and more
reflective while lower values indicate surfaces that are darker and duller. For example, a
material that has an albedo of 0.10 can theoretically absorb 90% of incident sunlight and
will therefore be much hotter to the touch (Ban-Weiss, Woods, & Levinson, 2015).
NDVI is another unitless measurement calculated using thermal differences detected by
infrared bandwidths. NDVI is estimated on a scale of -1 to +1, with higher values
indicating higher vegetative cover and greater plant health. NDVI measures the degree of
live vegetation and is used to evaluate erosion potential, plant and crop health, among
others (Gaitani, Burud, Thiis, & Santamouris, 2017). Lastly, thermal inertia (𝑇𝐼) is an
indication of how well a material resists a change in temperature and is derived from the
thermal conductivity (𝑘), density (𝑝), and heat capacity (𝐶) of a material. Materials with a
higher heat capacity will typically exhibit a higher thermal inertia and higher resistance to
temperature fluctuations (Gaitani et al., 2017). Albedo, NDVI, and ATI are three material
properties which have a strong influence on surface temperature behavior, but to what
degree these affect surface temperature variability is largely unknown. Therefore, more
research is required to better understand how material properties impact urban runoff
temperatures.
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2.4 Methods to Evaluate Stream Temperature Impairments
One water quality impairment especially difficult to manage is the increase in stream
temperatures. Stream ecosystems are highly sensitive to temperature fluctuations, and
even a slight change can result in habitat degradation (W. R. Herb, Janke, Mohseni, &
Stefan, 2008b), loss of cold water fish (Palmer & Nelson, 2007), and decreased oxygen
concentrations (Davidson & Bradshaw, 1967). Streams are most vulnerable to
temperature impairments when (1) atmospheric air and dew point temperatures are higher
than stream temperature, (2) rainfall events are short and intense, followed by sunny
weather, and (3) watershed area is dominated by impervious surfaces (W. R. Herb et al.,
2008b). Therefore, as air temperatures increase and storm events become more intense,
more streams will be at risk for temperature impairments in regions across the country.
One method to assess management actions and inform solutions to stream
temperature impairments is hydrologic modeling. Models can help characterize real
world systems and quantify thermal loading to stream networks. This information can be
useful when designing best management practices to help mitigate thermal impairments.
Existing applications of stream temperature models include quantifying the impact of
shading and channel geometry on stream temperature (LeBlanc et al., 1997; Krause et al.,
2004), developing water balance models to predict temperature change caused by
groundwater inputs (Huang, Zhou, Hou, & Wenninger, 2015), and deriving empirical
models to relate impervious cover to stream temperature (Roa-Espinosa, Wilson,
Norman, & Johnson, 2003; Herb, Janke, Mohseni, & Stefan, 2009; Sabouri et al., 2013).
One type of model to evaluate the impact of urban environments on stream
temperatures are temperature urban runoff models (TURM). TURM models study the
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heat exchange that occurs between impervious surfaces and urban runoff and are
commonly used to quantify runoff temperatures at point source discharges. These models
derive runoff temperatures based upon the physical properties of surface materials,
meteorological parameters, and heat transfer dynamics (Thompson, Wilson, Norman,
Gemechu, & Roa-Espinosa, 2008), and can be a helpful tool for studying stream
temperature dynamics. One popular TURM model is called the Minnesota Urban Heat
Export Tool (MINUHET) developed by St. Anthony Falls Laboratory at the University of
Minnesota. This model simulates stormwater runoff and outputs flowrates and
temperature at watershed outlets. A common application of this model is to quantify the
thermal loading of stormwater runoff before and after development, and results indicate
this has been an effective method for monitoring thermal pollution at watershed outlets
(W. Herb, Janke, Mohseni, & Stefan, 2009).

2.5 Review of Existing Land Surface Temperature Models
Within these models, land surface temperatures (LST) are used to quantify heat
exchange processes that occur between urban surfaces and stormwater runoff. A breadth
of land surface temperature models have been developed to model different surface
materials within urban environments (Diefenderfer, Al-Qadi, Reubush, & Freeman, 2003;
Diefenderfer et al., 2003; Herb, Janke, Mohseni, & Stefan, 2008; Diefenderfer et al.,
2003; Solaimanian & Kennedy, 1993), but they may exhibit uncertainty in their
predictions because they rely on assumptions pertaining to temporal trends and spatial
variability.
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Models which rely on temporal assumptions are parameterized using historical
records of pavement temperatures; however, historical data assumes stationary conditions
and these assumptions can no longer hold true because of climate change and urban
expansion. Contrarily, other models are parameterized using lumped parameters which
assume a homogenous distribution of surface temperature. These lumped parameters are
derived from single point measurements, and this data may not be representative of actual
environmental conditions because they do not capture actual temperature variability. This
is especially true in urbanized areas where the thermal properties of surface materials are
especially inconsistent (Arnfield, 2003). For example, albedo values range widely
depending on the material properties of a surface and its exposure to solar radiation, and
this high variability is a common trend among many other urban parameters as well (Feijt
& Kohsiek, 1995). Different urban environments have different spatial patterns, and this
variability adds to the difficulty behind surface temperature modeling (Feijt & Kohsiek,
1995).
Despite these complexities, existing research has proven LST modeling is critical to
combatting stream temperatures. Therefore, an improved understanding of surface
temperature behavior may improve LST model predictions and allow researchers to
address current limitations, better understand what factors contribute most to increased
runoff temperatures and reduce uncertainty behind current modeled predictions.
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2.6 Drones as a Tool for Model Parameterization
Current LST models do not reflect the spatial variation in real-world systems
because they rely on in-situ equipment limited to point measurements. This information
is only as accurate as the data captured from these sensors because it assumes this data is
reflective of an entire surface type. Research has proven empirical modeling can be a
useful tool, but more spatially representative data is required to address their limitations.
Therefore, improved data collection methods are necessary to better parameterize surface
temperature models and reduce their uncertainty.
Apart from in-situ point measurements, other methods of data collection involve
remote sensing techniques which rely on satellite imagery or sensors mounted to aircrafts
or ground-based platforms. However, this data often has much lower spatial resolution (>
1 km) and is reliant on infrequent data collection periods. Existing applications which use
remotely sensed infrared imagery from satellite imagery or mounted sensors to study
stream temperature behavior are numerous (Torgersen, Faux, McIntosh, Poage, &
Norton, 2001; Cherkauer et al., 2005; Loheide & Gorelick, 2006), but they have
documented recurring issues with resolution, calibration, georeferencing, and image
interpretation (Webb, Hannah, Moore, Brown, & Nobilis, 2008).
These shortcomings can be addressed through application of Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) or drones. Drones offer a unique advantage over traditional data
collection procedures for diverse reasons. These benefits include collection of highspatial resolution data that can be captured on-demand, specific to project needs, and
independent of large government databases (DeBell, Anderson, Brazier, King, & Jones,
2015). Thus, the use of drones allows researchers to address current limitations associated
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with traditional data collection procedures and collect improved data quality more
efficiently.
Drone technologies have been used in a breadth of applications with respect to
water resource management. Examples include using drone imagery as a surrogate for
water quality impairments such as suspended solids and organic pollutants (Massimiliano
Lega & Napoli, 2010; Olmanson, Brezonik, & Bauer, 2013; Flynn & Chapra, 2014;
Pölönen et al., 2014; Su & Chou, 2015 ; Van der Merwe & Price, 2015; Vogt & Vogt,
2016; Xu et al., 2018), as an apparatus for grab sampling and other physical
measurements (Torgersen et al., 2001; Lidar, 2013; Ribeiro, Ferreira, Goncalves,
Galante, & De Sousa, 2016; Koparan, Koc, Privette, & Sawyer, 2018; Koparan, Koc,
Privette, Sawyer, & Sharp, 2018), as well as for environmental monitoring and policing
applications (Tamás Fráter, Tatjána Juzsakova, János Lauer, László Dióssy, & Ákos
Rédey, 2015; Smith, 2015; Lega, Ferrara, Persechino, & Bishop, 2014) . Drones offer
these advantages because they allow streamflow and other hydrologic data to be captured
more regularly and at finer temporal and spatial scales, but also, they can be used quickly
and more efficiently across different landscapes.
Another application of drones within water resource management is for improving
the parameterization of hydrologic models. Drone imagery can capture data with much
higher resolution and greater spatial distribution, and these advantages help improve data
quality. With improved data, models can be better parameterized to more accurately
reflect real world systems. Existing applications of this research include using drone
imagery to better estimate stream velocity (Tauro, Porfiri, & Grimaldi, 2014; Tauro,
Porfiri, & Grimaldi, 2016; Koutalakis, Tzoraki, & Zaimes, 2019), improve
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parameterization for terrain modeling and hydrologic routing (Tokarczyk, Leitao,
Rieckermann, Schindler, & Blumensaat, 2015), as well improve parametrization for land
surface heat flux models (Hoffmann et al., 2016).

2.7 Summary of Research Needs
This review has identified several gaps in current research which this study hopes
to address. For one, there lacks an effective method for data extraction from drone
imagery. There is extensive literature which applies infrared imagery using various
remote sensing techniques, however a concrete method to extract data for analysis is
limited. This study will address this constraint by developing a method using ArcMap
data extraction. Secondly, new parameterization methods are required to improve the
statistical significance and predictive power of land surface temperature models. Current
researchers parameterize models using either in-situ point measurements or historical
records, and these methods have proven to contribute to modeling uncertainty. This gap
will be addressed by demonstrating how drones can be used to collect more spatially
representative data and better parameterize surface temperature models. Lastly, more
research is needed to develop stream temperature models that simulate a change in
temperature rather than just quantify thermal loading. Improved data quality and quantity
can help with these limitations because it improves our understanding of environmental
systems and allows improved models to be developed. These limitations in current
approaches demand the need for improved methods and new technologies to be applied,
and drones as a parametrizing tool can help meet this gap.
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3. METHODS
3.1 Case Study Locations

Two case study locations were chosen for this project: (1) a portion of Marquette
University’s campus in Milwaukee, WI, and (2) a portion University of Texas – El Paso’s
campus in El Paso, TX (Figure 1).

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Visual imagery of case study locations: Marquette University (a) and UTEP (b). Visual imagery
of Marquette was captured from a drone. Visual imagery of UTEP was pulled from Google Maps.

Both case study locations were approximately 500,000 ft2 and include a balance of
both natural landscape and impervious gray surfaces. The nine surfaces types identified at
Marquette include grass, soil, canopy cover, concrete parking lot, asphalt roadway,
concrete sidewalk, composite rooftop, rubber rooftop, and solar panels. The nine surface
types identified at UTEP include grass, canopy cover, desert shrub, asphalt parking lot,
concrete parking lot, concrete sidewalk, composite rooftop, rammed earth rooftop, and
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asphalt roadway. Table 1 lists these surface types and their respective surface areas. The
specific locations on each campus were chosen for their variety of surface types,
similarities in land use between the two locations, and suitability for drone
takeoff/landing and flying. In addition, these locations provide a contrast in geography,
climate, and weather that are helpful in testing the generalizability of our findings.

Table 1: Surface types and surface areas within each case study location.
MARQUETTE
Surface Type
Surface Area (m2)
Grass
2,738
Soil
336
Canopy Cover
904
Parking Lot (concrete)
908
Sidewalk
3,299
Rooftop (composite)
4,758
Rooftop (rubber)
2,272
Road (asphalt)
6,057
Solar
65

UTEP
Surface Type
Grass
Canopy Cover
Desert Shrub
Parking Lot (asphalt)
Parking Lot (concrete)
Rooftop (composite)
Rooftop (rammed earth)
Road (asphalt)
Sidewalk (concrete)

Surface Area (m2)
503
173
9,808
2,047
1,350
4,081
1,270
4,253
3,782

3.2 Field Equipment
Remote sensing data was collected using a DJI Matrice 100 (M100) quadcopter
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The M100 was deployed at our case study locations
with three types of camera payloads – visual, multispectral, and infrared. These cameras
include the DJI Zenmuse X3 visual (12 MP), Zenmuse X3 multispectral (Blue-GreenNIR 680-800nm at 12 MP), and DJI Zenmuse XTR radiometric thermal (13 mm, 30 hz,
and spectral bandwidth of 7-13 µm). Additionally, ground temperatures were validated
using a Nubee NUB8380 Digital Infrared Thermometer.
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Figure 2: DJI Matrice 100 Quadcopter UAV

3.3 Data Collection Methods
Two datasets were collected during the 2018 calendar year: (1) surface
temperature measured at 12:00 PM across the entire year and (2) surface temperature
measured on a diurnal cycle. To evaluate surface temperature across the entire year,
fourteen flights were recorded between February 26th and September 13th, 2018. To
evaluate the diurnal cycle of temperature, four flights measured temperature throughout
the day at 9:00 AM, 12:00 PM, 3:00 PM, and 5:00 PM. Weather data was collected at
Marquette from a station on top of Engineering Hall and weather data at UTEP was
collected from a weather station at El Paso International Airport. Each station recorded
air temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, wind direction, relative humidity, solar
radiation, and atmospheric pressure. Table 2 and 3 list a flight log for each dataset and a
summary of meteorological variables captured during each mission.
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Table 2: Dataset 1 flight log and summary of meteorological variables recorded for Milwaukee, WI and El
Paso, TX.
Flight
Number
MU 1

Flight Date
2/26/2018

Flight
Time
12:00 PM

Air Temperature
(°F)
29.00

Relative
Humidity
54.00

Wind Speed
(mph)
9.00

Wind Direction
(degrees)
225.0

Solar Radiation
(kW/m2)
0.00

Pressure
(mm Hg)
766.82

MU 2

4/12/2018

12:00 PM

54.28

65.79

15.17

284.9

0.41

751.20

MU 3

5/8/2018

12:00 PM

79.46

22.08

9.43

217.9

0.81

762.50

UTEP 1

5/20/2018

12:00 PM

82.00

26.00

13.00

120.00

0.96

763.02

MU 4

6/13/2018

12:00 PM

77.54

33.26

7.58

320.5

0.89

759.00

MU 5

6/29/2018

12:00 PM

88.65

54.67

12.11

193.0

0.80

757.20

MU 6

7/11/2018

12:00 PM

78.69

44.10

4.47

91.3

0.78

764.60

MU 7

7/12/2018

12:00 PM

81.35

43.20

13.16

203.9

0.60

763.60

MU 8

7/17/2018

12:00 PM

76.96

38.85

6.84

37.89

0.74

762.30

MU 9

7/18/2018

12:00 PM

72.46

56.32

6.85

101.3

0.83

763.40

MU 10

7/25/2018

12:00 PM

83.45

31.87

5.64

271.0

0.83

760.20

MU 11

8/10/2018

12:00 PM

78.38

58.84

5.19

84.3

0.77

760.10

MU 12

8/31/2018

12:00 PM

78.52

49.90

8.89

158.0

0.09

761.70

MU 13

9/12/2018

12:00 PM

78.92

55.29

7.03

168.2

0.56

764.50

MU 14

9/13/2018

12:00 PM

73.07

64.86

9.44

127.0

0.68

765.30

Table 3: Dataset 2 flight log and summary of meteorological variables recorded for Milwaukee, WI and El
Paso, TX.
Flight
Number
MU1

Flight Date
6/13/2018

Flight
Time
9:00 AM

Air Temperature
(°F)
72.45

Relative
Humidity
42.84

Wind Speed
(mph)
9.76

Wind Direction
(degrees)
320.30

Solar Radiation
(kW/m2)
0.73

Pressure
(mm Hg)
758.10

MU1

6/13/2018

12:00 PM

77.54

33.26

7.58

320.50

0.89

759.00

MU1

6/13/2018

3:00 PM

81.51

20.11

6.57

327.50

0.80

759.00

MU1

6/13/2018

5:00 PM

82.30

19.77

4.37

284.90

0.51

759.20

MU2

7/17/2018

9:00 AM

74.89

37.71

6.87

8.20

0.52

761.90

MU2

7/17/2018

12:00 PM

76.96

38.85

6.84

37.89

0.74

762.30

MU2

7/17/2018

3:00 PM

76.94

41.19

6.82

37.55

0.76

762.50

MU2

7/17/2018

5:00 PM

72.97

57.88

7.53

33.87

0.50

762.50

MU3

8/10/2018

9:00 AM

81.25

46.06

5.31

32.59

0.70

759.50

MU3

8/10/2018

12:00 PM

78.24

58.84

5.19

84.30

0.77

760.10

MU3

8/10/2018

3:00 PM

81.25

46.06

5.31

32.59

0.70

759.50

MU3

8/10/2018

5:00 PM

81.23

33.39

5.39

37.02

0.43

759.00

UTEP1

5/20/2018

9:00 AM

77.00

32.00

13.00

90.00

0.66

763.52

UTEP1

5/20/2018

12:00 PM

82.00

26.00

13.00

120.00

0.96

763.02

UTEP1

5/20/2018

3:00 PM

88.00

17.00

9.00

120.00

0.83

760.98

UTEP1

5/20/2018

5:00 PM

88.00

21.00

11.00

90.00

0.50

759.71
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Drone imagery was captured autonomously using a third-party photogrammetry
software called Pix4Dcapture. Using this software, autonomous flight paths were
programmed to the drone prior to each mission. Programmed flight path information
included drone speed, altitude, and image overlap. Drone speed was set at 54 km/h for
visual and multispectral flights but set at a lower threshold of 30.6 km/h for thermal
flights due to the difference in image capture speed between the two camera technologies.
The flight altitude for each mission was set to the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) maximum allowable limit of 120 m. Finally, the image overlap was set to 85%,
which provided reliable overlap for stitching an orthomosaic during data processing.

3.4 Thermal Data Processing
After data collection in the field, a series of post-processing steps were performed
using Pix4D and ESRI’s ArcMap to stitch the drone thermal imagery into orthomosaics,
correct temperature values for emissivity, and extract surface temperature data for
analysis. First, Pix4D was used to stitch the captured thermal images into orthomosaics,
export the orthomosaics as a 32-bit TIFF, and 18eoreferenced them for application within
ArcMap.
Once in ArcMap, an emissivity correction was applied to each thermal
orthomosaic. Emissivity is a measure of how well a material can emit energy as thermal
radiation and different materials have different values of emissivity depending on their
surface properties (Marshall, 1982). The emissivity values for each surface type used in
this study are listed in Table 4 and are based upon a review of emissivity studies
(Marshall, 1982; Humes, Kustas, Moran, Nichols, & Weltz, 1994; Wittich, 1997; Cusson
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& Repette, 2000; Saetta, Scotta, & Vitaliani, 2002; Jeong & Zollinger, 2007; Xu,
Wooster, & Grimmond, 2008; Chen, Ooka, Huang, & Tsuchiya, 2009; Salamanca, Krpo,
Martilli, & Clappier, 2010; Larsson & Thelandersson, 2011; López, Molina-Aiz, Valera,
& Peña, 2012; Ramamurthy & Bou-Zeid, 2014; C. Chen, 2015; (Hammami, Torretti,
Grimaccia, & Grandi, 2017). A summary of the literature used to identify these variables
is listed in the Appendix in Table A1. These emissivity values were then applied in an
emissivity correction equation (Equation 1) derived from Stefan-Boltzmann Law, 𝐸 =
𝜎𝑇 ) (Blonquist, Norman, & Bugbee, 2009). This equation was used to correct each
surface type for their respective emissivity before performing spatial data analysis.
6

6
6
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𝑇*+,-.* = /

:

[Equation 1]

where 𝑇*+,-.* is the actual temperature of the target surface [K], 𝑇D.EDF, is the temperature
measured by the infrared camera [K], 𝑇G+HI-,FJEK is the recorded air temperature [K],
and 𝜀 is the emissivity value of the target surface.

Table 4: Emissivity values for each surface type.
Land Use Type
Grass
Soil
Road (asphalt)
Parking Lot (concrete)
Sidewalk (concrete)
Rooftop (tar and stone)
Rooftop (black rubber)
Solar Panel
Canopy Cover

Emissivity Value
0.979
0.928
0.95
0.91
0.91
0.973
0.859
0.85
0.977

Once the thermal data was correct for emissivity, spatial data analysis was
performed in ArcMap. First, a land use feature map was created that categorized the
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surface types in each case study location. Then inconsistencies within these areas, such as
a parked car within a parking lot, human traffic on a sidewalk, or construction materials
on the street, were clipped and removed for each flight. Once these inconsistencies were
removed, zonal statistics was applied to compute summary statistics of each surface type
such as mean and standard deviation of the temperature. Additionally, a test was
performed to detect atmospheric influence on surface temperature values, but results
indicate there was no influence when flying at 120 m.

3.5 Surface Property Data
In addition to surface temperature, three other material properties were derived
from visual and multispectral imagery, converted into spatial distribution rasters, and
averaged for each surface type. These include albedo (S), normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI), and apparent thermal inertia (ATI). Albedo, a measure of solar
reflectance of a material, was derived from blue, green, red, and near-IR image bands
(Ban-Weiss et al., 2015) as shown in Equation 2.
𝑆 = 𝑐G 𝑏I + 𝑐- 𝑔I + 𝑐, 𝑟I + 𝑐S 𝑖I

[Equation 2]

where 𝑐G = 0.17, 𝑐- = -0.13, 𝑐, = 0.33, and 𝑐S = 0.54 are derived constants, and 𝑏I , 𝑔I , 𝑟I ,
and 𝑖I are the band reflectance’s for—blue, 𝑏I (420–492 nm); green, 𝑔I (533–587 nm);
red, 𝑟I (604–664 nm); and near-IR, 𝑖I (833–920 nm).
Visual and multispectral imagery were also used to derive NDVI. As shown in
Equation 3, NDVI is a function of near-IR and red band reflectance and is estimated on a
scale of -1 to +1, with higher values indicating higher vegetative cover and greater plant
health.
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[Equation 3]

Finally, ATI was derived for each surface type from albedo (𝑆), solar correction
(𝑆𝐶𝑅), and the diurnal temperature amplitude (𝐷𝑇𝐴) (Equation 4). ATI is an estimation
of thermal inertia from remotely sensed observations and can be estimated from diurnal
changes in temperature. Specifically, ATI is derived from solar correction (𝑆𝐶𝑅), albedo
(𝑆), and the diurnal temperature amplitude (𝐷𝑇𝐴), where 𝐷𝑇𝐴 is the difference between
the maximum and minimum surface temperature recorded at the time the remote images
were captured, and 𝑆𝐶𝑅 is the solar correction factor (Equation 5), which is dependent on
geographic location, the local latitude (𝜃) and the solar declination (𝜑) (Gaitani et al.,
2017).
𝐴𝑇𝐼 =

ab[(97a)
c0d

[Equation 4]

𝑆𝐶𝑅 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑(1 − (𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑)k ) + 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑 arc 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (−𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜑) [Equation 5]

3.6 Model Development
Drone observations were applied to develop empirical models of land surface
temperature. These include (1) a regression model to predict spatially averaged surface
temperatures at 12:00 PM based upon meteorological variables and (2) a model to assess
diurnal variability and predict surface temperatures throughout a given day.

3.7.1 Spatially Averaged Surface Temperature Regression Model

Multivariate regression models were developed to predict spatially averaged
surface temperature of the fourteen 12:00 PM flights using the statistical software
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package JMP 13 (SAS Institute, 2009) and MATLAB. Response screening was
performed for each of the respective datasets to identify the strength of relationship
between surface temperature (response) and meteorological parameters (predictors). The
twelve meteorological parameters used in the screening include average air temperature,
maximum air temperature, minimum air temperature, relative humidity, preceding 24hour rainfall, average wind speed, maximum wind speed, wind speed standard deviation,
wind direction, wind direction standard deviation, solar radiation, and atmospheric
pressure. Response screening revealed consistent significance among all surface types to
both air temperature and solar radiation (results listed in the Appendix in Table A2).
After response screening, stepwise linear regression was then performed to predict land
surface temperature based upon these meteorological parameters as represented in
following equation:
𝑦 = 𝛽r + 𝛽9 𝑥9 + 𝛽k 𝑥k + ⋯ + 𝛽I 𝑥I

[Equation 6]

where 𝑦 is the response variable, 𝛽r , 𝛽9 … 𝛽I , and 𝑥r , 𝑥9 … 𝑥I are the predictor variables
for 𝑘 predictors. Lastly, Figure 3 shows the trend in air temperature and solar radiation
from recorded measurements in Milwaukee, WI. The low value of solar radiation on
August 31 reflects the influence of cloud cover on these values and represents the
influence of increased cloud cover on surface exposure to solar radiation.
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Figure 3: Air temperature and solar radiation data collected for each flight in Milwaukee, WI

Surface temperature models were developed for each surface type using standard
least squares regression. Between the two case study locations, six surface types were
evaluated that were common to both locations: grass, canopy cover, concrete parking lot,
concrete sidewalk, composite rooftop, and road surface. Multivariable linear regression
was then applied to predict surface temperature of these six land use types based upon air
temperature and solar radiation. These models were developed using data from the
fourteen Milwaukee flights and were validated using temperature data collected in El
Paso. To evaluate the influence and leverage of the El Paso dataset we computed Cook’s
D influence and hat matrix leverage statistics (Gotway, Helsel, & Hirsch, 1994). This
provided a comparison to a different climatic and geographic region to test the
generalizability of the models.

3.7.2 Diurnal Surface Temperature Variability and Prediction Model
Finally, we explored the variation in surface temperatures as they change
throughout the day (9 AM, 12 PM, 3 PM, and 5 PM) and evaluated if this variation could
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be explained by any meteorological parameters. An example of these flights is shown in
Figure 4, which demonstrates the change in temperature across a full day for a flight on
July 17, 2018. We also applied the data to develop a model to predict land surface
temperatures throughout the day for the six land use types common to each location. To
do so, we used the drone data collected on the four diurnal flight missions to estimate
land surface temperatures based upon the solar radiation and the difference between the
air and land surface temperatures, which have been found to be important parameters for
diurnal estimates of pavement temperatures (Thompson et al., 2008). This relationship is
derived from the surface energy balance (Mannstein, 1987), and further detail on one
study who used a similar approach can be found in the Appendix in 8.7.

9 AM

12 PM

3 PM

5 PM

Figure 4: Flight data from July 17, 2018. Note that the fold in the right corner represents no-data.

First, we computed a parameter (𝑔) based upon the drone-derived mean land
surface temperature and measured air temperature and solar radiation:
𝑔 = (𝑇wD − 𝑇+ ) ∗ 𝑆

[Equation 7]
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where 𝑇wD is the mean surface temperature of the land use, 𝑇+ is the measured air
temperature, and 𝑆 is the measured solar radiation (kW). Next, the parameter 𝑔 at a given
hour 𝑖 was estimated using a Gaussian peak model given by the following:
𝑔S = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑒 7y

z{= |
) }
?

[Equation 8]

where 𝑔S , is the parameter g at hour 𝑖, 𝑎 is the peak value, 𝑏 is the critical point, and 𝑐 is
the growth rate. Using this model, the mean land surface temperature can be predicted
based upon air temperature and solar radiation for any time of day using the following:
𝑇D,S = 𝑇+,S + (𝑔S / 𝑆S )

[Equation 9]

where 𝑇D,S is the estimated surface temperature at hour 𝑖, and 𝑇+,S and 𝑆S are the air
temperature and solar radiation at hour 𝑖. Taken as a whole, these models test both the
suitability of predicting drone-derived mean land surface temperatures based upon
meteorological variables, as well as the generalizability of our findings by including data
from sites in two different geomorphologic and climatic regions.
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4. RESULTS
4.1 Surface Property Data

Fourteen flights were recorded throughout the year at 12:00 PM between February
26th and September 13th, 2018. Additionally, four flights were recorded at 9:00 AM,
12:00 PM, 3:00 PM, and 5:00 PM during the summer months to measure diurnal
temperature cycles. Flights only took place on sunny, clear days to avoid thermal
interference from cloud cover. The maximum air temperature recorded was 88.65°F (June
29th) and the minimum recorded was 29°F (February 26th). The maximum recorded wind
speed was 24.41 km/hr (April 12th) and the minimum recorded was 7.19 km/hr (July
11th). It is typically unsafe to fly at wind speeds greater than ~32 km/hr, and therefore
wind speeds were never problematic when following this protocol. Air temperature is
dependent on solar radiation, and therefore higher values of solar radiation were typically
recorded on hotter days of the year. The maximum recorded solar radiation was 0.96

I•
€|

and was recorded in El Paso (May 20th).
Drone data was applied to derive surface properties, such as albedo, NDVI, and ATI,
of the surface types in the case study (Table 5). The parking lot exhibited the highest
albedo (0.673) while grass exhibited the lowest (0.317). Figure 5 shows the spatial
distribution of albedo, NDVI, and ATI and illustrates the high variability of these surface
material properties for a typical urban scape.
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Table 5: Average albedo, NDVI, and ATI values for each surface type.
Surface Type
Grass
Soil
Canopy
Parking Lot
Sidewalk
Rooftop – Composite
Rooftop – Rubber
Road
Solar

(a)

(b)

Albedo
0.317
0.502
0.378
0.673
0.472
0.580
0.406
0.518
0.333

NDVI
0.369
0.402
0.490
0.091
0.144
0.101
0.096
0.117
0.143

ATI
0.198
0.183
0.209
0.121
0.195
0.156
0.219
0.179
0.217

(c)

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of albedo (a), NDVI (b), and ATI (c) for a flight recorded on August 11, 2018.

These surface properties were plotted against land surface temperature to identify
patterns in variability which might be caused by urbanization. Figure 6 illustrates
temperature plotted against its respective albedo for the 611,460 total data points
captured by the drone imagery, and results show clusters that form for different surface
types. Some of these clusters exhibit either (1) low range in albedo and high range in
temperature or (2) high range in albedo and low range in temperature. For example, the
road exhibits a low range in albedo and high range in temperature, implying the
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variability in roadway temperatures are more dependent on meteorological (e.g. exposure
to solar radiation) and human (e.g. traffic) variables than physical properties (e.g.
albedo). On the other hand, the parking lot has a higher but similar range in albedo, yet it
has a much lower variability in temperature. This could be due to the fact that the parking
lot has a much lower level of traffic as compared to the roadway, which experiences
constant vehicular traffic that intercepts land surface exposure to solar radiation.
Therefore, this graphic may indicate that there are important variables, such as
intermittent human foot or vehicular traffic, that are significant to land surface
temperature processes. These results suggest that patterns in the physical properties of
urban materials may provide insight into surface temperature variability.

Figure 6: Surface temperature data plotted against albedo from a flight recorded on August 11, 2018.
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4.2 Surface Temperature Variability
The variability of surface temperature data was explored through a combination of
statistical and ArcMap raster analysis. Patterns specific to each surface type were
identified and results indicate both physical and meteorological variables can contribute
to surface temperature variability.

4.2.1 Annual Variability
We computed the average temperature, standard deviation, and coefficient of
variation for each surface type for the 14 recorded flights in Milwaukee, WI (Table 6)
and single flight in El Paso, TX (Table 7). Figure 7 illustrates a boxplot distribution of
these same summary statistics for the Milwaukee, WI flights. Generally, results show
gray surfaces exhibit higher temperatures throughout the year than green surfaces. The
black rubber rooftop exhibited the highest average temperature (135.28°F) and canopy
cover exhibited the lowest (86.67°F). The rubber rooftop also recorded the highest
deviation (28.53° F), but the parking lot exhibited the lowest (7.46° F). This held true for
the coefficient of variation as well. In El Paso, the asphalt parking lot exhibited the
highest average temperature (125.12°F) and grass exhibited the lowest (106.92°F). With
respect to deviation, the concrete exhibited the highest (14.68°F) and the road exhibited
the lowest (5.02°F).
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Table 6: Average temperature, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of nine surface types from 14
recorded flights in Milwaukee, WI.
Surface Type
Grass
Soil
Canopy
Parking Lot
Sidewalk
Rooftop – Composite
Rooftop – Rubber
Road
Solar Panels

Average
Temperature (°F)
94.48
105.31
86.67
101.63
97.25
117.71
135.28
90.49
116.55

Standard
Deviation (°F)
14.32
11.18
12.92
7.46
20.06
11.19
28.53
27.68
12.87

Coefficient of
Variation (°F)
0.15
0.12
0.16
0.08
0.21
0.10
0.22
0.32
0.13

Table 7: Average temperature, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation of nine surface types from
one flight recorded on UTEP’s campus. The flight was recorded on May 20, 2018.
Surface Type
Grass
Canopy
Desert Shrub
Parking Lot (asphalt)
Parking (concrete)
Sidewalk
Rooftop – Composite
Rooftop - Dzong
Road

Average
Temperature (°F)
106.92
115.78
115.11
125.12
113.58
109.45
117.15
115.07
119.24

Standard
Deviation (°F)
10.94
11.40
12.12
8.75
13.36
14.68
13.01
11.27
5.02

Coefficient of
Variation (°F)
0.10
010
0.11
0.07
0.12
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.04
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Figure 7: Boxplot distribution of average temperature, standard deviation, and coefficient of variation from
14 recorded flights in Milwaukee, WI.

Surface temperatures followed a uniform pattern of fluctuation during the spring
and fall, but no such pattern during the summer months (Figure 8). This implies that the
summer conditions that produce peak temperatures, precipitation, and sunshine hours
may increase surface temperature variability during these months. This is exemplified by
the range of temperature values captured for each flight. Across a full year, the average
range between the minimum and maximum temperature captured was 166.07° F;
however, the average range captured during June alone was 193.87° F. This increase in
range between the minimum and maximum observed temperatures indicate that thermal
variations are greatest during the summer months. The drop in surface temperatures on
June 13th is likely attributed to low air temperatures and high wind speeds recorded
during data collection.
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Figure 8: Spatially averaged surface temperature data from 14 flights recorded in Milwaukee, WI.

4.2.2 Diurnal Variability
We evaluated the variation in surface temperatures throughout the day and found
that the highest degree of variation occurred at noon. This is demonstrated in the Figure
9, which shows box plots of the standard deviation for six land use types: grass, canopy,
parking lot, sidewalk, composite roof, and road. As illustrated, all land use types have the
greatest standard deviation in temperatures during 12:00 PM, with lower levels of
deviation in the morning and late afternoon. This trend suggests that as surfaces heat up,
they do so at different rates, which contributes to more variability during mid-day. In
addition, the greatest standard deviations are seen in the roadways and sidewalks, which
are subject to human traffic. This is consistent with previous findings in this study that
human traffic influences variation in land surface temperatures. We also evaluated if this
degree of standard deviation correlated with any meteorological parameters but found no
statistically significant predictors.
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Figure 9: Standard deviation distributions for six land use types at hours 9, 12, 15, and 17.

4.2.3 Temperature Distribution

The distribution of surface temperature data (1,986,543 total data points) is illustrated
in Figure 10 for a flight recorded on July 11, 2018. On average, the six gray surfaces
recorded a smaller distribution of temperature but had more extreme values than green
surfaces (Figure 10a). Gray surfaces retain more heat from the sun because of their high
emissivity and ATI, and therefore typically have higher surface temperatures because of
this.
Additionally, a non-normal distribution was identified for both canopy cover and
rubber rooftop (Figure 10b). Canopy cover exhibits a left skew while the rubber rooftop
exhibits a right skew. The canopy cover had a variation of tree types and therefore a
variation of leaf area indices (LAI). This indicates canopy cover temperatures may be
more dependent on physical parameters (e.g. LAI) than meteorological variables. The
rubber rooftop also exhibited a strong right skew. The HVAC system on the rooftop had
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materials such as ventilation pipes and small drainage grates that may not have been
removed from the dataset. Therefore, this caused a distribution of lower temperatures to
be recorded. This is validated by the high median of rubber rooftop temperatures
portrayed in Figure 10a.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Boxplot distribution (a) and histogram of surface temperature (b). Data from flight recorded on
July 11, 2018. Note GRS = grass; SL = soil; CPY = canopy; PL = parking lot; SW = sidewalk; RTC =
composite rooftop; RTR = rubber rooftop; RD = road; SLR = solar.

We also evaluated the spatial distribution of surface temperature to locate and identify
factors that contribute to high temperature variability. Figure 11a illustrates the spatial
distribution of surface temperatures for a flight on July 8th, 2018, and Figure 11b
represents the mean temperature deviation, which is a measure of how much each
pixelated temperature value deviates from its respective surface mean. Together, these
figures illustrate several factors that contribute to surface temperature uncertainty.
One factor of uncertainty involves reflectance and shaded cover from nearby
buildings. For example, sidewalk data had many high outliers that are likely due to its
proximity to Engineering Hall and the sun’s reflectance off its glass paneling. Two
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similarly sized sidewalk areas were compared, and results show the average temperature
was 8.5°F hotter for the location closer to the building than one farther away.
Additionally, grass and parking lot surfaces exhibited less outliers because there were
fewer surfaces to exacerbate (glass reflectance) or reduce (shaded cover) their
temperature. This indicates proximity to nearby buildings can be a significant factor of
uncertainty when modeling surface temperatures.
Other sources of land surface temperature uncertainty are traffic and parked cars.
Traffic flow along a roadway intermittently blocks the suns radiation, thereby impacting
the surface temperatures of the roadway pavement below. This creates a concentrated
pocket of cooler surface temperatures called a heat shadow, which results in variations in
surface temperatures across the pavement. This is especially pronounced in pavement lots
with parked cars as illustrated in Figure 12, which shows the distribution of surface
temperatures within a parking lot. Point measurements extracted from the drone imagery
validate how much variability can exist within a small area, as a parked car rooftop,
pavement surface, and heat shadow recorded temperatures of 157.2°, 118.1°F and 105.6°,
respectively, all within a space of ~ 50 m2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Spatial distribution of temperature (a) and mean deviation (b) from a flight recorded on July 11,
2018.

Figure 12: Spatial distribution of temperature for the concrete parking lot from a flight recorded on July 11,
2018. The hotter surfaces (red) are parked cars and the cooler surfaces (blue) are heat shadows formed after
parked cars leave.

4.3 Temperature Prediction Models
Results of the temperature prediction models indicate air temperature and solar
radiation are significant predictors of spatially averaged surface temperature, and diurnal
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fluctuations in land surface temperature can be predicted based upon solar radiation and
the difference between land surface and air temperature.

4.3.1 Spatially Averaged Surface Temperature Regression Model
Multi-variable linear regression models were developed to predict spatially
averaged surface temperature, and it was found that air temperature and solar radiation
are significant predictors (Figure 13). A total of six surface temperature models were
developed using a standard least squares regression: grass, canopy cover, parking lot,
sidewalk, composite rooftop, and road. The models had an average R2 of 0.71 with the
parking lot having the greatest of (0.89) and the road the lowest (0.37; p = 0.0936). The
parked cars and heat shadows were clipped out as inconsistencies before analysis
occurred and therefore the parking lot surface had the most homogenous distribution of
temperatures and greatest R2. The grass model had the second greatest R2 (0.84) and had
a similarly homogenous distribution. Contrarily, the roadway surface had a much less
homogenous distribution of temperatures, and thus the road model had a low predictive
power and statistical significance. This is due in large part to moving traffic, and the
increased difficulty of developing temperature prediction models for surfaces subject to
frequent variability.
The data collected in El Paso, TX was evaluated for influence and leverage and it
was found that it did not have high influence or leverage in any of the six models. To
evaluate influence, we used Cook’s D and found that the El Paso data points all fell
below the threshold of 2.4 (max 0.19) to be considered high-influence points (Helsel and
Hirsch, 2002). In addition, we used the hat matrix to evaluate leverage and no El Paso
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data points exhibited high leverage in the model. The agreeability of the data across the
two case study areas indicates that the findings in this study may have generalizability
beyond these locations.
As a comparison to other findings, parking lot pavement exhibited an R2 of 0.89,
which is similar to an R2 of 0.82 found in another study which used in-situ measurements
of air temperature and solar radiation to predict pavement temperatures (Solaimanian &
Kennedy, 1993). This method predicted pavement temperatures within 4°C for 94% of
cases. Contrarily, the pavement temperature model within our study predicted pavement
temperatures within 4°C for only 10 of the 14 cases (~71%). Therefore, despite the
improved statistical significance of our models, it did not improve the overall predictive
power when compared to other studies who use in-situ measurements. These results were
expected because the data used to parameterize our models involved millions of datapoints
averaged across an entire surface type rather than just one point measurement in the
pavement. This indicates drone imagery can offer a tradeoff: drone imagery collects more
spatially representative data; however, depending on the number of anthropogenic factors
or surface temperature outliers, when averaged it could have less predictive power in a
land surface temperature model.
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Figure 13: Temperature prediction models of six surface types: grass (a), canopy cover (b), parking lot (c),
sidewalk (d), composite rooftop (e), and road (f). UTEP datapoint is fitted in green. Note the 95%
confidence intervals are in blue.
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4.3.2 Diurnal Prediction Model
Finally, models were developed to predict land surface temperature throughout
the day based upon air temperature and solar radiation. The diurnal data was fit with a
Gaussian peak distribution, and it was found that the parking lot and composite rooftop
had the best model fit with an R-squared of 0.83 and 0.78, respectively, while all other
models had an R-squared value of under 0.51. Figure 14 illustrates the gaussian peak
distributions for each surface type and Table 8 lists the respective gaussian peak models,
which were then used to predict surface temperatures throughout a given day (Equations
6-8). While this approach is constrained by a limited number of data points from four
flights and only four numerical x-axis variables, there are a few insights we can gain from
their results. The first is that these models confirm what was found in the previous
regression models: it is much easier to predict the land surface temperature of
homogenous materials, such as pavements and rooftops, than it is to predict land surfaces
that have a greater distribution in texture and material, such as canopy. The second is that
anthropogenic variables, such as pedestrians and vehicular traffic that are difficult to
quantify, may influence the ability to predict surface temperatures based upon
meteorological variables, as roadways and sidewalks had a lower model fit than the lowtraffic parking lot.
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Figure 14: Gaussian peak distributions of six surface types. Note that GRS = grass; CPY = canopy; PL =
parking lot; SW = sidewalk; RTC = composite rooftop; AT = air temperature; SR = solar radiation.
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Table 8: Gaussian peak models for each surface type. Note that t = time.
Surface Type
Grass
Canopy Cover
Parking Lot
Sidewalk
Composite Rooftop
Road

Gaussian Model

19.08𝑒
14.2𝑒

(*79k.…†) k
†.‡9)

(*79k.)Š) k
†.‹rŠ

(*79†.‹9) k
30.01𝑒 ).k‹
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24.1𝑒

38.52𝑒
32.53𝑒

†.…†k
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5. DISCUSSION
A method to parameterize surface temperature models using drone imagery has
been presented, and results indicate there is a wide variability in surface temperature
behavior not detected by traditional data collection methods. Therefore, using drone
technologies as a parameterizing tool for hydrologic models that can capture this
variability may have advantages for surface temperature modeling.
A review of surface temperature modeling has exposed limitations with current
data collection methods and how models are typically parameterized. The application of
drones as a data collection tool offers advantages over in-situ thermal sensors because of
its usability and capacity to collect data across an entire land surface. As it relates to data
collection for this project, drones were used to capture 13 mm resolution thermal imagery
over a 500,000 ft2 area. This is something that would not be possible with in-situ sensors
and the use of drone imagery within this study has proven to be an easy alternative to
these limitations. In addition, the data collection for each flight occurred within a 10minute period, demonstrating the efficiency at which drone missions can be
accomplished.
This study also has applications for how surface temperature models are
parameterized. Existing models rely on in-situ probes that may not accurately reflect the
spatial distribution of an environment. This is especially true in urban environments
where spatial complexity is high. Models that parameterize temperature based upon point
measurements may exhibit uncertainty in their predictions because of poor spatial data
representation. Because of this, current models used to design stormwater BMPs and
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other management techniques may not be properly informed to address issues related to
stormwater thermal pollution, which may translate to a lack of adequately designed
infrastructure. To address these limitations, this study has applied new technologies to
improve data quality and developed new methods to better inform stormwater managers
about inconsistencies related to urban environments and how it may impact the
development of surface temperature models.
New technologies and improved methods have verified that high resolution
thermal imagery can be a useful tool for studying land surface temperatures. The use of
high-resolution imagery has revealed a wide variability in surface temperatures. This
information can help researchers identify patterns unique to different surface types,
explore why surface temperature variability exists, and develop techniques to incorporate
these inconsistencies into new models. This improved understanding can then allow
municipal engineers to better design urban infrastructure for stream temperature
impairments.
This study has also identified urban factors that may contribute to land surface
temperature variability. For example, the results indicate that traffic patterns may have an
impact on land surface temperature variability across sidewalks, parking lots, and streets.
Depending on the volume of cars, either parked or moving, this can greatly impact the
temperature profile of paved surfaces. Parked cars can create heat shadows which cool
the surface below, and when a car moves it can reveal temperatures as low as 15°F cooler
than the exposed surface. This demonstrates that using drone imagery to identify
relationships among the physical and thermal properties of different surface types can be
a helpful tool for studying surface temperature profiles. This is especially true in the
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urban environments because of the heightened complexity of surface material properties
and their spatial distribution. The findings in this study suggest that when parameterizing
models, it is important to understand the unique relationship between surface material
properties, urban geometry, and climate.
To this end, results have identified several factors pertaining to urban geometry
and how it affects the physical properties of different surfaces. For example, urban
factors such as building reflectivity and surface altitude can impact solar radiation, which
then influences surface temperatures in locations vulnerable to these effects. For
example, sidewalks often lie near buildings, and depending on building materials and its
reflectance properties, this can make sidewalk temperatures more vulnerable to
temperature fluctuations. This was demonstrated in this study as the sidewalk
temperatures impacted by glass reflectance near buildings were on average 8.5°F hotter
than sidewalks not impacted by reflectance. Therefore, knowing more about the spatial
distribution of surface properties and how urban geometry may influence surface
temperatures can help identify useful trends.
One way to do so is to evaluate these effects on parameters used to study surface
temperature behavior. parameters that are used to quantify thermal or material properties
of land surfaces. For example, there is a direct relationship between albedo and NDVI, as
an increase in vegetative cover (e.g. NDVI) will decrease surface reflectivity (e.g. albedo)
and increase near-surface air temperatures (Blok et al., 2011). This indicates green
vegetative surfaces should exhibit higher values of NDVI and lower values of albedo, and
these conclusions generally hold true with respect to our findings on Marquette’s campus.
Our results also demonstrate that when evaluating the relationship between albedo and
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temperature, clusters form for similar surface types, indicating these patterns may be
useful in explaining land surface temperature variability. Understanding how surface
temperature variability is impacted by parameters such as NDVI or albedo can help city
engineers know what factors might exacerbate temperature behavior and better design
and implement stormwater BMPs.
Results indicate air temperature and solar radiation are significant predictors of
surface temperature in both of our models, and it was found this relationship holds true in
both Milwaukee, WI and El Paso, TX. Because the model holds true across two different
climatic regions, the models developed in this project may be generalizable beyond their
case study regions. In addition, these models can also be easily applied as air temperature
and solar radiation are commonly measured across the world. The generalizability of
these findings can have important implications for municipal engineers beyond runoff
modeling. One application involves roadway design. Quantifying a relationship between
air temperature, solar radiation, and surface temperature can offer municipal engineers a
quick and effective method to determine pavement temperatures. This is necessary
because many binder and mixer specifications under the Strategic Highway Research
Program (SHRP) Asphalt research Program require maximum and minimum pavement
temperatures for application (Solaimanian & Kennedy, 1993).
While the advantages of using drone technologies for land surface temperature
modeling are numerous, high-resolution data can also come at a cost. High-resolution
temperature data reveals a number of anthropogenic factors that affect land surface
temperatures yet are difficult to incorporate into modeled predictions. Drone imagery
involves millions of datapoints, and this high capacity reveals variability not captured by
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point measurements. Therefore, the advantages of drone technologies offer a tradeoff
with respect to model parameterization: while high resolution data allows temperature to
be spatially averaged over a large area and using this data as a model parameter can
improve its predictive power, if there are other factors that influence land surface
temperatures (e.g. high traffic volume or shaded cover), this can actually degrade the
predictive power of a regression model. This conclusion holds true in the case of the
roadway temperature model. Due to heavy traffic, the road model had the lowest
statistical significance. Therefore, using high-resolution temperature data to derive a
mean land surface temperature does not necessarily imply it will improve the predictive
power of surface temperature models, versus studies that use point measurements of
pavement in a controlled environment (Solaimanian & Kennedy, 1993; W. R. Herb et al.,
2008a; W. Herb et al., 2009).
The results demonstrate that urban environments are prone to temperature
variability. With increases in population and land development, urbanization and the
varying complexities associated with land use change are bound to increase even further.
Therefore, to better approach water resource issues caused by urbanization, more
research on surface temperature behavior, its variability, and how identifiable patterns
can be incorporated into current models is critical
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Key Findings

The main objectives of this work were to apply drone imagery to capture land
surface temperature variability and develop land surface temperature models. This was
done through application of high-resolution thermal imagery as a parameterizing tool for
model development. The results revealed that land surface temperature variability is
extensive and influenced by numerous variables related to urban environments, and that
air temperature and solar radiation are significant predictors of mean land surface
temperature. Conclusions from this study hold true in both Milwaukee, WI and El Paso,
TX, indicating they could also be generalizable to regions beyond these two case study
locations.
The key findings from this study were:
•

All land surfaces showed variability in temperature, with grass and canopy cover
exhibiting more variation than sidewalk, parking lot, or road pavements.

•

Impervious gray surfaces exhibited higher temperatures on average throughout
the year than vegetative green surfaces.

•

Both green and gray surfaces exhibit heightened temperature variability during
the summer months, implying summer conditions that produce peak air
temperatures and sunshine hours may explain increased variability during these
months.

•

There are anthropogenic factors, such as intermittent vehicular traffic that may
have a significant impact on land surface temperature variability.
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• A spatial distribution of surface temperature developed using infrared drone
imagery can help locate where surface temperature variability is highest and
identify urban factors which might cause this. For example, reflectance from
nearby buildings or high traffic volume.
•

Air temperature and solar radiation are significant predictors of spatially averaged
surface temperature.

•

Diurnal fluctuations in land surface temperature can be predicted based upon solar
radiation and the difference between land surface and air temperature.

•

Data was consistent in the models between Milwaukee, WI and El Paso, TX,
suggesting that the findings in this study may be generalizable beyond the case
study locations.

The findings from this study verify drone imagery and high-resolution infrared
imagery offer advantages which can be used to better inform surface temperature models.

6.2 Future Work
It is evident drone technologies can be used as a tool to better parameterize
surface temperature models; however, future work is needed to incorporate what is
known about surface temperature variability into existing models. This could involve
developing correction factors to adjust for the inherent uncertainty from urbanization or
developing new techniques which incorporate urban factors such as building reflectivity
and traffic volume as model parameters.
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Additionally, looking at how the findings from this study translate to applications
beyond surface temperature modeling is also important. Land surface temperature
modeling is a critical component of many hydrologic models, and therefore studying how
surface temperature variability might affect these models is an important to consider as
well. Most notably, this includes how surface temperature variability translates to
temperature urban runoff models, but other rainfall-runoff models should be considered
as well.
In conclusion, this study offers promise for how drone technologies can improve
the development of hydrologic models. While there is much work to be done, the
methods presented in this study provide a foundation for future models to build upon.
Ultimately this will help to develop better methods and procedures to mitigate the impact
of land surface temperatures on receiving water bodies.
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8. APPENDIX
8.1 Thermal Mosaics from Dataset 1

February 26, 2018

June 13, 2018

April 12, 2018

June 29, 2018

May 8, 2018

July 11, 2018
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July 12, 2018

July 17, 2018

July 25, 2018

August 31, 2018

July 18, 2018

September 12, 2018
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May 20, 2018

September 13, 2018

8.2 Thermal Mosaics from Dataset 2

9 AM

12 PM

3 PM

June 13, 2018 – Milwaukee, WI

5 PM
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9 AM

12 PM

3 PM

5 PM

July 17, 2018 – Milwaukee, WI

9 AM

12 PM

3 PM

August 10, 2018 – Milwaukee, WI

5 PM
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9 AM

12 PM

3 PM

5 PM

May 20, 2018 – El Paso, TX
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8.3 Multispectral Imagery
(a)

(b)

Figure A1: Multispectral (a) and near-infrared (b) imagery of study location on Marquette’s
campus.
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8.4 Land Use Feature and Emissivity Maps

(a)

(b)

Figure A2: Land use feature (a) and emissivity (b) maps developed in ESIR ArcMap.
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8.5 Emissivity Values

Table A1: Emissivity values from reviewed literature.
Impervious Surface Type
Asphalt (general)

Concrete (general)

Concrete (rough)
Concrete (dry)
Concrete (walkway)
Roads
Rooftops
Wall surface (brick)
Tar and stone (roof
material)
Rubber (soft, gray, rough,
reclaimed)
Rubber (hard, glossy plate)
Dzong Roof (red brick)
Solar Panels (PV Cells)
Grass
Soil
Canopy
Desert Shrub

Emissivity Value
0.967
0.95
0.95
0.942
0.88

0.937
0.95
0.92
0.97
0.95
0.974
0.971
0.962
0.95
0.95
0.973

Reference
Marshall (1981)
Chen et al. (2009)
Ramamurthy and Bou-Zeid (2014)
Wittich et al. (1997)
Cusson and Repette (2000)
Jeong and Zollinger (2003)
Saetta et al. (1995)
Chen et al. (2009)
Larsson and Thelandersson (2011)
Salamanca et al. (2010)
Wittich et al. (1997)
Ramamurthy and Bou-Zeid (2014)
Marshall (1981)
Marshall (1981)
Marshall (1981)
Marshall (1981)
Xu et al. (2008)
Xu et al. (2008)
Ramamurthy and Bou-Zeid (2014)
Ramamurthy and Bou-Zeid (2014)
Marshall (1981)

0.859

Marshall (1981)

0.945
0.90
0.85
0.979
0.982
0.93
0.93
0.914
0.928
0.976
0.981
0.977
0.976

Marshall (1981)
Marshall (1981)
Hammami et al. (2017)
Humes et al. (1994)
Wittich et al. (1997)
Ramamurthy and Bou-Zeid (2014)
Humes et al. (1994)
Humes et al. (1994)
Wittich et al. (1997)
Wittich et al. (1997)
Chen at al. (2015)
Lopez et al. (2012)
Humes et al. (1994)

0.90
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8.6 Multivariate Regression Response Screening

Table A2: Response screening results from multivariate regression. Highlighted yellow indicates
significance (p<0.05).

X (Response)
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean
Grass_Mean

Y (Predictor)
AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

Pvalue
1.82739E-05
0.067374613
0.07086085
0.179584283
0.005180353
0.391743459
0.677996894
0.206513151
0.160418978
0.551111242
0.001501408
0.507271108
0.969560057

Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean
Soil_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.014254275
0.354091387
0.432520352
0.308655358
0.055955647
0.466613813
0.161133654
0.064942291
0.036623797
0.843166095
0.107590247
0.93635631
0.756528418

Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max

0.001401681
0.017156187
0.014583383
0.132960896
0.048989603
0.734485001
0.76501147
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Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean
Canopy_Mean

WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.555913611
0.556912852
0.910657174
0.001764322
0.376957572
0.700342338

Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean
Parking_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

6.49E-07
0.030438124
0.034051026
0.211816304
0.001363917
0.305033884
0.457647476
0.164364812
0.222369248
0.384648971
0.00491592
0.11790709
0.789235868

Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean
Sidewalk_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.000708137
0.289111698
0.306212467
0.336618131
0.01861054
0.217769327
0.282191991
0.060442743
0.062968044
0.428916952
0.003063319
0.740137876
0.728648047

RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg

1.77457E-05
0.019174638
0.035120305
0.059548273
0.014197267
0.208371548
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RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean
RT_Composite_Mean

WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.303570469
0.070126647
0.309949314
0.437154491
0.011064167
0.147400798
0.821357672

RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean
RT_Rubber_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.003735318
0.23138006
0.300695345
0.346754399
0.034394633
0.136841764
0.011400939
0.008728261
0.05875723
0.362547185
0.0266627
0.625613654
0.932544501

Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean
Road_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN
WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.027366994
0.369738083
0.387980589
0.797018794
0.08291512
0.279731974
0.114761974
0.0893914
0.023694463
0.460795986
0.099373136
0.945384889
0.899738945

Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean

AT_avg
AT_max
AT_min
RH
RAIN

0.011971897
0.100489915
0.144768496
0.468576435
0.077555555
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Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean
Solar_Mean

WS_avg
WS_max
WS_stdv
WD
WD_stdv
SR_kWm2
SR_MJm2
BP_mmHg

0.492808849
0.037974567
0.038850548
0.097375139
0.844980677
0.187353663
0.917484324
0.89447253

8.7 Diurnal Surface Temperature Model (Thompson et al., 2008)

The approach developed by Thompson et al. (2008) estimates pavements
temperatures using the difference between air and surface temperatures. The estimated
temperature difference (Equation 6) is derived using solar radiation (𝑆S ), surface albedo
(𝑎), air temperature (𝑇+,S ), the Stefan-Boltzman constant (𝜎), convective heat transfer
coefficient (ℎ+ ), and time of day (𝑖). The convective heat transfer coefficient is a common
variable for thermal applications and was derived iteratively because it is a function of
the difference between air and surface temperatures.

𝑇D,S − 𝑇+,S =

az (97+)\• (0>,z \kŠ†)6 [….k ’ 9r“ (0>,z \kŠ†)| 7r.…]
9.‹•> \†.‡•(0>,z \kŠ†)–

[Equation 9]

Equations 10 and 11 are used to determine the maximum and minimum difference
temperature difference for any given day. Thompson et al. (2008) uses the calculated
temperature difference at hours 5 and 17 to derive maximum and minimum values. This
is because the conduction flux (𝐺) is roughly near zero at these hours, and therefore a
simple energy balance can be derived because net radiation balances the sensible heat
flux (Thompson et al., 2008). However, given the constraints of our data collection, for
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the purpose of our study maximum and minimum temperature difference was derived
using hours 9 and 17 instead.
𝑇D,€+’ − 𝑇+,€+’ = 1.208˜𝑇D,9Š − 𝑇+,9Š ™ − 0.208(𝑇D,… − 𝑇+,… ) [Equation 10]
𝑇D,€SE − 𝑇+,€SE = 1.208˜𝑇D,… − 𝑇+,… ™ − 0.208(𝑇D,9Š − 𝑇+,9Š ) [Equation 11]
Lastly, surface temperature can be estimated as a function of hour of the day (𝑡S ),
where 𝑇D is the mean surface temperature (
(

01,š>› 701,šz3
k

01,š>› \01,šz3
k

) and 𝐴D is the amplitude

). Given what we know about air temperature and the difference between

surface and air temperatures from Equations 6-8, maximum surface temperatures can be
easily derived.
†‡r

𝑇+,S = 𝑇+ + 𝐴+ sin Ÿ k) (𝑡S − 8)
†‡r

𝑇D,S = 𝑇D + 𝐴D sin Ÿ k) (𝑡S − 8)

[Equation 12]
[Equation 13]

The diurnal surface temperature model was validated with high-resolution UAV
imagery, and results indicate typical empirical models do not accurately predict diurnal
fluctuations in surface temperature. The empirical model developed by Thompson et al.
(2009) overestimated surface temperatures for a majority of the day when compared to
data captured by UAV imagery. For example, the Thompson model predicted the noon
pavement temperature to be 150.3°F while the UAV fitted model predicted noon
temperatures to be 112.1°F. The true recorded temperature for pavement temperature at
noon was 102.2°F. Like the results of the spatially averaged regression models, this
discrepancy shows UAV imagery can offer a solution to better inform diurnal
temperature models as well.
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Figure A3: Validation of diurnal model developed by Thompson et al. (2008) using UAV imagery
captured on June 13, 2018.

